Space Solution
Firm Hits Pay DIRTT
with AppSheet

Change. Ease of use. Flexibility.
Leveraging technology to customize and optimize solutions. Make the best use of resources.
Work smarter.
All of the above are important trends and requirements in business today. And they’re all central
to how DIRTT operates, the solutions it delivers, and why the company selected AppSheet to
power its business applications.

Digging Deeper
DIRTT is in the interior construction business. But it’s not the kind of construction entity the
Calgary-based company’s name implies.
This company is not about pouring foundations, laying bricks, and installing drywall. In fact,
DIRTT’s Leigh Cooper says drywall is the enemy.
Rather, DIRTT’s approach to construction is entirely based off of technology. Their ICE® software
is a design, pricing, manufacturing and visualization tool that brings efficiencies to the whole
process. Once a space is designed in ICE, it is built out in DIRTT’s factories, transforming their
clients’ visions into reality.
“We don’t build walls,” explains Cooper. “We liberate the space between them.”
And it does that in record time, with reconfigurable and eco-friendly solutions.
DIRTT wanted a similarly efficient way to create business apps and improve internal operations.
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“It was exactly what I was looking for,” Cooper says.
He liked AppSheet’s mobile interface and the
fact that Google Sheets data is always current.
Plus, AppSheet and Google Sheets allow multiple
people to use an app at the same time.

The dispatch app provides DIRTT with a
variety of benefits, including ease of use and
helpful metrics.

And it adopted the AppSheet platform to do that.

Improving Operations
Cooper found and began using AppSheet a few
years ago after running into a dispatch delivery
challenge at DIRTT headquarters. DIRTT has
three buildings at its home base in Calgary,
and trucks carry project materials among these
various facilities.
Initially, a DIRTT employee used email to
coordinate dispatch. But one day Cooper wanted
to send something to another building, and his
request wasn’t carried out. Someone either

The initial email process for dispatch
requests didn’t have metrics. But the app
has complete metrics including busiest day
of the week, how many deliveries are made,
how big those deliveries are, which size of
deliveries are most common, and whether
additional trucks are required.
Such metrics enable DIRTT to align its
resources with its requirements.
DIRTT’s five distribution center drivers use this
application. And numerous other employees
use a related app to submit requests for truck
deliveries. The AppSheet-powered dispatch
app has supported 20,000 deliveries since it
was introduced in 2016.

didn’t receive the email, or they read it but then
forgot to act on it.
“It was one of those moments: ‘There’s got to be a

Enabling Better
Material Tracking

better way to do this!’” says Cooper.
He found it with Google Apps, and the
AppSheet add-on.
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About a year ago Cooper introduced a
second app built on the AppSheet platform.
This one allows for internal tracking of
customer-owned material.
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DIRTT customers can employ a variety of
materials in their projects. That includes
EcoIntelligent fabrics, glass, paint, solid
surfaces like Corian, timber, trims, veneers, and
WriteAway films.
But sometimes customers want to integrate
materials, like electric strikes or locksets,
that are not in the DIRTT catalog. On such
occasions, customers provide those items, and
DIRTT hangs on to them until it’s time to add
them to the installation.
Initially DIRTT tracked customer-provided
materials using Excel. That required employees
to go to their desks to make material entries in
a spreadsheet.
Sometimes this process worked just fine. Other
times, workers forgot to make the entries,
causing a gap.
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Now, with the app, employees can record
customer-provided materials using the mobile
phone/app in their pockets. They don’t have to
make entries on their desktop computers. That
prevents them from delaying the entry process
and forgetting to make spreadsheet additions
at a later time.
Using this app, employees take a picture of
the item. They print a label with a QR code,
and attach that to the hardware. That way, at
each stage in the project, workers in various
departments can scan the label with the
smartphone app to understand what the
product is, which project it belongs to, and
where it is physically.
Today 50 people on DIRTT’s engineering and
manufacturing teams use this app daily.
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Employees can use this same app to sell or offer
for free their personal items. That may be anything
from a pair of hockey tickets to a used piece of
furniture.
“I’m giving away my sofa. I don’t need this ottoman
anymore,” says Cooper. “I have some ski tickets I’m
never going to use.”

Using an app to offer up such items is much
more efficient than sending an email to 450
people, Cooper adds. About 200 people use
this app, and there were between 20 and 25
listings a little more than a month after it was
introduced.
Cooper is not sure what he’ll be doing next with
AppSheet. Perhaps something related to inventory.
But he is certain DIRTT will continue using and
benefitting from the AppSheet platform and the
apps it’s enabled.

Encouraging
Engagement & Reuse
There is one more AppSheet-powered app that
Cooper has created for DIRTT. He describes it as
Craig’s List for internal employees.
“We’re big on reusing things,” Cooper says.

“I don’t think this is the end of the road for
AppSheet,” he says.

Making The
Transition Easy
AppSheet makes developing apps easy, says
Cooper.

But sometimes, for example, a piece of millwork for
a customer project has a slight defect. That means
DIRTT can’t use it for a customer project. So DIRTT
offers that material to its employees at a big discount
and donates the money it collects to charity.
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“I’m not a developer. I’m not a software
guy,” he says. “I just learn on the fly. And the
AppSheet platform allowed me to pick it up
and run with it.”
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“I’m not a developer. I’m not a software guy. I just learn on the fly. And
the interfaces with AppSheet allowed me to pick it up and run with it.”
– DIRTT’s Leigh Cooper

The interface is simply great, he adds.
“It’s so user friendly – especially the preview
tab,” he says. “You can see the changes you’re
making as you do them.”

a better way would be to create a second,
related app for that purpose. That, AppSheet’s
leader explained, would allow DIRTT to save
money on unnecessary licenses, Cooper says.

Because Cooper is an intermediate to
advanced user of Excel, making the transition
to AppSheet was easy, he explains. “Anyone
that can do spreadsheets at a decent level can
create apps with AppSheet,” he says.

“That’s part of the reason I continue using
AppSheet,” Cooper says. “The support has
been excellent. We’ve gotten more than a fair
deal on that.”

Delivering Forthright
Answers & Support
On the rare occasions that Cooper has
required help, he’s received it direct from
Praveen Seshadri, the founder of AppSheet.
And with great results.
“He was always extremely helpful,” Cooper says.
While implementing the DIRTT dispatch app,
Cooper knew he needed five AppSheet
software licenses so drivers could edit the
app. Cooper thought he’d need several more
licenses for the people who were inputting
dispatch orders. But Seshadri suggested
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Cooper is not only an AppSheet believer, he’s
also an advocate.
“I tell a lot of people about AppSheet, and
that they should be using it, and that it’s an
excellent extension, and an excellent UI,” says
Cooper. “I love AppSheet.”

Spreading The Love
That’s with good reason.
AppSheet enables anybody – even nontechnical types – to create their own custom
business apps without writing code, within
minutes, and at an affordable cost.
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DIRTT is joined by a long list of organizations
– including AMGEN, Clearlink, Pepsico, and
Sprint – which rely on the AppSheet platform.
Over 800,000 apps have been created using
AppSheet to date.
Standard app features include:
•

Branding, color theme, and icons to
customize the look and feel of apps.

•

Charts, tables, maps, and slideshows to
visualize data.

•

Powerful logic using formulas, conditional
formatting, and branching form questions.

•

Rich forms that capture GPS location,
images, signatures, barcodes, and more.

Users can make apps directly from their data
stored in the cloud, whether in spreadsheets,
databases, or cloud services. They can publish
their apps almost immediately and use them
on phones, tablets, and web browsers. And
organizations are welcome to prototype their
apps for free.
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AppSheet is a DIY platform for mobile
application development and deployment,
empowering anyone who can create a
spreadsheet to create a mobile app – no
coding, no delays. To learn more about
AppSheet, and how to get started with this
easy to use and flexible solution, visit www.
appsheet.com.
DIRTT Environmental Solutions, which stands
for Doing it Right This Time, uses proprietary
3D software to design, manufacture and
install fully customized prefabricated interiors.
The company’s customers in the corporate,
government, education and healthcare
sectors benefit from DIRTT’s precise design
and costing; rapid lead times with the
highest levels of customization and flexibility;
and faster, cleaner construction. DIRTT’s
manufacturing facilities are in Phoenix,
Savannah, Kelowna and Calgary. DIRTT’s team
supports over 100 partners throughout North
America, the Middle East and Asia. DIRTT
trades on the Toronto Stock Exchange under
the symbol “DRT.” For more information visit
www.dirtt.net.
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DIRTT – which stands for Doing It Right This Time – is faster, cleaner, and delivers cost
certainty. That’s because materials in DIRTT implementations can be installed, removed,
reinstalled, and used again and again.
DIRTT’s unique value proposition has enabled the space solution company – which
serial entrepreneur Mogens Smed, tech expert Barrie Loberg, and academic turned
industrial product designer Geoff Gosling founded in 2004 – to thrive. The company,
which went public on the Toronto Stock Exchange in late 2013, today employs 1,000
people. And AppSheet is part of DIRTT’s secret sauce.

AppSheet.com
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